
STATEMENT OF PURPOSE 

 
Being an ambitious girl with big dreams of doing high level corporate jobs at multinational companies 
introduced me to the significance of International education.Keeping a broader and clear view of 
international perspective in this generation of development is the need of the hour. Studying a global 
Curriculum in terms of Business and management along with the apprehension of different aspects of 
Leadership, communications, creativity, Problem- solving and teamwork will make me grow in a 
different and positive way.On the basis of these grounds I wish to pursue my higher management 
studies in Canada which will help me to expand my area of interests and professional footprints along 
with boost in my creative ideas. 
 
Academic and Work Background 
 
I, X , have completed my schooling from well renowned Public school, which is one of the best 
education institute of the education hub, and is famous for providing quality learning blended with 
Indian Vedic Culture .I am honoured to have passed out from this school with First division (66.4%) 
and Honours (75%) in 10th and 12th respectively. Because I scored highest in business studies and 
accountancy in my senior year and also due to my increasing inclination towards management, I 
decided to Pursue my 3 year undergraduate course of Bachelor of Business Administration (B.B.A) 
from in 2011 and earned the degree in first division in 2014. After that I pursued Masters of Business 
administratio(M.B.A) from Campus starting in mid 2014 and completed it in mid 2016 with Honours 
and scored 75%. 
 
Soon after that in 2016 only, I was selected in an on campus placement drive and recruited by HDFC 
bank, as Assistant Manager. This was challenging as I use to be an introvert and I had to deal with new 
faces daily,interact with them and make sure that they are satisfied with the services provided. This 
was my first Job and I gave my blood and sweat to it and worked at two desks at a time when it was 
needed. I served at this bank at the time of Demonitisation as well in November 2016 during which I 
even worked for 12 hours straight at teller counter dealing with crores of cash and I am proud to say 
that I was the only one in my branch who didn’t had any discrepancy in cash in this tough times for 
which I was awarded. 
 
In 2017 got married and decided to work at an office closer to my new home and switched to X 
Limited in X as Financial Assistant. Here , I was responsible for management reports, Payment 
Authorisation, Bank account reconciliations and claims authorization. Many big projects of fabrication 
of various industries were bagged by the company during my tenure and this helped in my 
understanding towards entrepreneur functioning. In February 2019, I finally switched to Clone, my 
present employers where I was appointed as business Support Executive. Here I deal with accounts 
and audit of around 35 clients of a well known international financial advisory company, “Deloitte”. 
Dealing with these foreign colleagues of mine on daily basis gave me much needed confidence and 
reasons to go abroad and earn an international degree. There level of Experience, knowledge, 
network and creativity makes me realise what is actually missing in my resume and why my career is 
stagnating now. 
 
 
Why Canada and X college 
 
Canada, being the 3rd best country in the world for education grabbed my attention when I was 
researching for my post graduate studies. It’s range of world class universities and colleges which 
provide top notch technical as well as professional training is what I need right now to take my career 
to that next level.The diverse culture and welcoming environment of Canada’s educational institutes 
worked as a cherry on the cake for me. I searched for the best post graduate course I can opt for 
which will help me in giving that extra push to my Finance work-line and I cam across Global Business 
management course of college, which is ranked in top 70 colleges and universities of Canada. This 
college and course helps in Preparing for wide variety of management careers which include Finance 
as well and focuses on developing qualities that businesses want in their financial managers.The 



added bonus of Co op or work placement in 4th semester will make me gain hands on and practical 
work experience in a totally new country which will help in pushing my limits, getting out of my 
comfort zone and give me a new perspective in my future vocation growth. X college’s ranking in the 
Canada’s Educational institutes list also backed up my decision of studying from here. 
 
 
Future Plans 
 
After completion of my post graduate programme, I am planning to return to my home country with 
that extra skill set and knowledge through programme of X college, along with the 2 month work 
experience which I gained in Canada during co op. These aspects will help me in moving my career 
forward and will give me massive career opportunities in big multinational companies here in India. 
This Global exposure in terms of studies, work, network and strategies will lead me to gain substantial 
experience and knowledge which will prevent that stagnation point in my work-life which I am facing 
right now. In next 5 years I am eyeing to be employed in a top Multinational company of India at an 
executive level with an extensive work graph. 
 
 


